ADVERTISING FEATURE

A look at businesses serving farmers in the 21st Century

Alberta Harvest Centre: A leader in combine sales in Western Canada
By Cheryl Krett
As the wheat fields turn from green
to gold, farmers will be turning their
thoughts to the 2008 harvest. And so
will the team at Alberta Harvest Centre,
located in Lacombe, Alberta. They’re
getting ready to showcase the LEXION
combine to farmers throughout the
Edmonton and Red Deer area. They
will be running a number of on-farm
demonstrations of the Class 9 LEXION
combine this fall. This is just one way the
company will show its commitment to
providing exceptional customer service
– on and off the field.
Alberta Harvest Centre first opened
its doors in mid-April, 2008 to service
the combine markets of central Alberta
when Finning - who previously sold
the LEXION combine - decided to give
up the LEXION combine dealership
earlier this spring. That is when CLAAS
of America Inc. and David and Brian
Williams (owners of Pentagon Farm
Equipment) joined forces to open a new
sales and service centre for the LEXION
combine. Thus, the Alberta Harvest
Centre was born. Today, Alberta Harvest
Centre is the exclusive dealer for the

LEXION combine in central Alberta, with
branches in Lacombe, Westlock and
soon to be in the Vermillion area.
“The LEXION combine is well received
in Alberta,” shares Jack Zenert, general
manager of Sales and Marketing for the
Alberta Harvest Centre. The LEXION
590/595R is not only the largest combine
in North America – but the first brand
to offer a Class 9 combine – it is also
built to last. The LEXION has a number
of unique features, including the APS
(Accelerated Pre-Separation) threshing
system, which is paired with the unique
Hybrid threshing unit (conventional and
rotary system combined), to create
one high performance unit. To assist in
producing an ultra clean grain sample,
CLAAS matches the Hybrid threshing
system with a superb Jet Stream Cleaning
System.
“CLAAS’ combines are solid – an example of this is the exceptional quality control from both the factory in
Germany and the assembly plant in
Omaha. Nebraska,” says Zenert. CLAAS
has been in the farm machinery business
for over 90 years. The company has
an outstanding reputation for building

quality equipment and backing it up
with excellent service and support.
“Since the Alberta Harvest Centre
opened in April, we have been busy
receiving new LEXION combines and
delivering them out to farmers, which
were ordered over the winter,” comments Zenert, “and we have three new
LEXIONS combines available for sale as
well as a number of excellent trade ins.
With the very tight combine market it
is great to have new units available for
sale.”
The Alberta Harvest Centre is currently
operating out of the Pentagon building
in both Lacombe and Westlock. Plans
are already underway to construct two
new sales and service buildings in both
towns. The company is also looking to
get its third location open soon in northeast Alberta.
In addition to selling a top-quality combine to farmers, Alberta Harvest Centre
offers exceptional sales and service. “We
have spent countless hours searching out
the best employees available to help with
sales and service,” explains Zenert. “In
this tight labour market in Alberta, it is
hard to find qualified individuals. Service

is critical to the success of our operation,
and we are lucky to have brought in
Fred Dalheimer, the general manager
of Product Support, who has over 20
years of machinery experience, seven of
those with CLAAS as the Western Division
Service Manager.” Zenert explains that
Dalheimer has brought on a number of
experienced service technicians who
are ready to work hard to service the
LEXION combines this fall.
With a focus on performance and
productivity, Alberta Harvest centre has
already lined up several on-farm combine demonstrations for the fall season.
“These demonstrations involve our sales
staff going to a potential customer’s field
and offering a demo so the farmer can
compare the competition directly to the
LEXION combine,” notes Zenert. “That
way they know how well the LEXION
combine performs and what to expect
when they purchase a new combine.
“The Alberta Harvest Centre is
here to ser ve the farmer,” continues Zenert. “LEXION combines are our number one product.
That’s what we’re focusing on.”

Lexion Combine Dealer for Central and North East Alberta
Combines Available for sale
2 - NEW 2008 LEXION 590R 4 – 2007 LEXION 590R – low hours 1 – NEW 2008 LEXION 570R
Productive harvesting is a characteristic that describes all eight LEXION 500 series combines. The line
includes a full range of sizes: class 6, 7, 8 and the industry’s first class 9. With industry-leading
fuel-economy and unbelievable capacity, LEXION is truly “ONE unlike any other.”

Power, Precision, Productivity at its best
CLAAS LEXION combine is Second to None!
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